
Protecting Your Workforce  
While Reducing Costs

(U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending)



FluidSafe hydraulic fluid additive is a revolutionary  
product developed within the mining industry to  
improve worker safety and reduce operating costs. 

Hydraulic Fluid Injection Injuries Can Be Devastating
Over 9% of U.S. mine safety incidents involve fluid power systems, with 1% of those resulting in serious 
injury or death. In 2010 alone, the Sydney Hand & Eye Hospital in Australia reported 2,460 cases involving 
hydraulic fluid release. Costs of an injection injury can exceed $750,000 between the worker’s medical 
bills and lost production costs. That doesn’t even factor in lawsuits or government fines (up to $100,000 
in the U.S.)

Testimonial

“Mining equipment is getting bigger and hydraulic pressures are climbing. The risks associated with  
fluid leaks are also escalating. Before using FluidSafe, we had three workers get needlessly cut open  
to determine if there had been a fluid penetration. Now, with FluidSafe in all our equipment, onsite staff 
can quickly identify penetration wounds using blue light kits. This has eliminated unnecessary sur-
gery and minimized operational disruptions. We even save with early detection of hydraulic fluid leaks.  
I encourage all mining executives to add FluidSafe to their safety programs.”

  –Andy Withers
 Manager of Mechanical Engineering

Metropolitan Mine 
Peabody Energy Australia
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FluidSafe additive allows for the quick and  

accurate detection of high-pressure fluid injec-

tion injuries on site. This not only allows triage 

of cases not requiring surgery, but also helps 

pinpoint the exact location of hydraulic fluid 

under the skin, assisting in limiting soft tissue 

dissection required during surgery.

When viewed under high-intensity blue light 

(450 nm), FluidSafe’s fluorescent green glow 

can be seen under the skin, enabling quick 

detection of an oil injection injury on site. The 

green fluorescent response will remain visible  

in the tissue for at least 24 hours after the  

injection, with no ill effects to the human body. 

100% of confirmed fluid injections will require surgery

FluidSafe is a unique fluorescent additive that is specially 
designed to aid in the detection and surgical removal of  
hydraulic fluid in the event of accidental high-pressure fluid 
injection under the skin.  
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Soft tissue in a pig’s trotter 24 hours after the injection of hydraulic fluid containing FluidSafe additive



Sample of hydraulic fluid with FluidSafe additive  
at 0.015% under high-intensity blue light

Sample of hydraulic fluid without FluidSafe  
additive under high-intensity blue light

Improving worker safety while reducing operating costs
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Studies have shown that the quick 
and accurate detection and treatment of a fluid 
injection injury by trained first aid personnel can 
greatly reduce the injured worker’s pain and  
suffering, disfigurement and recovery time, as 
well as improve worksite safety.

In one case study, there were 16 instances at three 
mining sites where, with the use of FluidSafe  
additive, paramedics were able to determine that 
fluid splashed on mine workers did not actually 
penetrate the skin. In all instances, the miners 
were able to quickly return to work and production 
losses were minimized. 

In January 2012, at a mine in Australia that uses 
FluidSafe, a worker suffered a penetrating injection 
injury. With the aid of FluidSafe and an associated 
blue light inspection kit, surgeons were able to 
clearly see the boundaries of the penetration 
within the subcutaneous tissue and minimize 
damaged tissue removal. The lessened pain and 
disfigurement allowed the worker to return to the 
job sooner.

Peabody Energy Australia reported a dramatic  
decline in the number of hydraulic fluid release  
incidents following the introduction of FluidSafe in 
all of their fluid power systems in late 2010. In the 
three years prior to FluidSafe’s implementation, 
they suffered 155 fluid release incidents. After 
implementation, they had only 39 incidents in a 
similar period. In each of those incidents, the use  
of blue light inspection kits allowed the quick deter-
mination of fluid penetration. Only one incident in 
2012 turned out to require surgery, and the costs  
of unnecessary surgical procedures were avoided.

FluidSafe additive is available in two 
unique blends to work with both oil-based 
hydraulic fluids and oil-in-water emulsion 
hydraulic fluids.



  Quickly and accurately detects high-pressure fluid injection  
tissue injuries on site

  Allows triage of cases not requiring surgery, thus preventing 
unnecessary surgery, needless claim costs and trauma to the 
patient

  When used correctly, helps to pinpoint the exact location of  
hydraulic fluid under the skin, which assists in limiting soft  
tissue dissection when surgery is required

  Aids in detecting leaks in hoses, fittings, seals and other compo-
nents that have degenerated to the point where their safety and 
integrity have been compromised

  Helps prevent fluid injection injuries  — worn hoses are accidents 
waiting to happen

  Reduces equipment downtime and associated costs

  Minimizes the loss of hydraulic fluid and resulting environmental 
damage

  Ideal as part of a preventive maintenance program

High-pressure fluid injection is a major medical emergency 
on the worksite. When a confirmed case of accidental fluid 
injection occurs, all work operations must stop to remove  
the injured worker and investigate the incident. This can cost 
upwards of $50,000 per hour in lost labor and production!

FluidSafe confirms a fluid injection injury  
by its fluorescent glow under blue light
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Photographs showing the innocuous appearance of a fluid injection wound and the extent of the surgery needed to treat it

Fluid Entry 
Point



FluidSafe provides an added benefit in today’s tough mining  
environment—operating cost savings! FluidSafe makes it easier 
to detect leaks in fluid power system hoses, fittings, seals and 
other components. This decreases consumption of hydraulic  
fluid, reduces the potential for equipment breakdowns, minimizes  
environment damage, and helps prevent fluid release incidents.

FluidSafe Is Ideal for Preventive Maintenance Programs
FluidSafe additive enhances the management of fluid power systems by aiding in the early detection of leaks. 
When used in combination with a SafetyBlu™ blue light inspection kit or blue lens filter specially designed 
to fit over a variety of mining lamps, FluidSafe can quickly and easily detect leaks that are hard to find under 
normal circumstances. Users have reported savings in hydraulic fluid consumption of 5% to 7%, vastly  
surpassing the cost of FluidSafe.

Development PanelsLongwall Systems

Potential Areas for  
Fluid Injection: 
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Hydraulic  
leak repaired

Hydraulic  
leak detected



 FluidSafe glows a highly visible green color 
when viewed using a blue light source — on the 
skin surface, in soft tissue underneath human 
skin, and at leak sites on hoses, fittings, seals 
and other components

 Helps prevent accidental fluid injections by  
pinpointing small leaks before they lead to 
catastrophic failures

 Aids in limiting soft tissue dissection required 
during surgery, minimizing pain and disfigure-
ment and reducing rehabilitation time

 Reduces hydraulic fluid replacement costs by 
5% to 7% annually

 Has no adverse effect on the physical proper-
ties of hydraulic fluid, making it safe for use in 
any mining operation

 Successfully used in a variety of open-pit and 
underground mining equipment since 2010

 Non-hazardous and environmentally safe

 Passed all industry standard tests

 Used by major OEMs

Outbye Services

SafetyBlu™ SB-450 Blue Light Inspection Kit

Surface Areas Workshops
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To learn more about FluidSafe™

Call Toll-Free:
1-800-274-8888 

(Outside the U.S. and Canada: 516-408-7550)

Fax:
1-800-491-6868

(Outside the U.S. and Canada: 516-333-5580)

Visit our website:
www.spectroline.com/fluidsafe

Peabody Energy

Glencore

Wollongong Coal

Yancoal

BP

Castrol

Fuchs 

Quaker Chemical

ALMC

Joy Mining

Caterpillar Global 
Mining

Sandvik

CRAM Fluid Power

Custom Fluidpower

Wilson Mining  
Services

Mining companies that use FluidSafe

Oil companies that use FluidSafe

Mining contractors that use FluidSafe

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and Google Plus

Helping the mining industry worldwide

Proud to be a member of:

The Canadian Institute  
of Mining, Metallurgy  
and Petroleum


